
Connected  
on every level
We’re so proud of our three ways to fly Economy. Not only does it 
give you more choice when you fly with us, but it brings us totally in 
line with our JV partner Delta. Both Virgin Atlantic and Delta offer 
three Economy services, a Premium cabin, and a fabulous business 
class cabin. 

So no matter who you fly with across the Atlantic, you can expect 
the same fantastic options. Not to mention our co-located check in 
areas at major airport hubs, mutually rewarding loyalty programs, and 
shared passion for warm, welcoming service.

No other airline partnership can offer you such a seamless experience. 



GDS Shelf Business Premium Economy Economy Economy Economy 

Virgin Atlantic Booking Classes J/C/D/I/Z W/S/H/K V Y/B/R/L/U/M/E/Q/X/N/O T

Delta Booking Classes J/C/D/I/Z P/A/G W Y/B/M/H/Q/K/L/U/T/X/V E

Fare Basis Code ID** D P C M B

Chauffeur car *

Advanced Seat Assignment
Seat assigned at check in (VS)

Seat assigned after check in (DL)

Free seat selection any time

Priority Check In   ***     

Upper Class Wing & Security

Checked bag
3x32kg (VS)

2x23kg 1x23kg 1x23kg Hand luggage only
2x32kg (DL)

Clubhouse access

Priority boarding

Seat pitch Flat bed 38in 34in 31in 31in

Meals, drinks and snacks

Revivals

Refunds or changes £ £ £ £

Upgrade with miles N/A

What you’ll get:

DELTA  
PREMIUM SELECT

BASIC 
ECONOMY

DELTA 
COMFORT+® MAIN CABINDELTA ONE®

Virgin Atlantic and Delta is truly the smarter partnership, and the smarter choice when flying between the UK and US. 

*Complimentary for Virgin Atlantic Booking Classes J/C/D. Not available on Delta operated flights 
**Fare Basis Code ID is located on the 7th character position on most fare basis codes 
***Products are combinable with like products (ie. Economy Delight combinable with Delta Comfort+ on an itinerary); Basic/Light products are combinable only with each other  


